As a Stanford Graduate School of Business-led initiative, we partner with entrepreneurs in emerging markets to build thriving enterprises that transform lives.

TO MAXIMIZE IMPACT, Seed IS

WORKING with business founders in developing and emerging economies to transform their companies and create exponential job growth and positive social impact.

INSPIRING Stanford students to become globally engaged leaders through Seed internships and on-campus experiences.

EMPOWERING volunteers with business expertise to provide leaders in the Seed Transformation Program with high-touch coaching and short-term consulting to accelerate change.

TO MAXIMIZE IMPACT, S is WORKING with business founders in developing and emerging economies to transform their companies and create exponential job growth and positive social impact.

JOIN US

There are even more ways to get involved with Seed through donations of time, talent, and treasure.

RECOMMEND a business leader to the Seed Transformation Program.

PARTNER with Seed to amplify the impact.

SUPPORT Seed through gifts to fuel Seed’s mission.

GET INVOLVED. LEARN MORE. seed.stanford.edu
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LEAD YOUR REGION TO GREATER PROSPERITY
The Seed Transformation Program (STP) is a 12-month intensive leadership program for CEOs and founders in developing and emerging economies. You’ll engage directly with Stanford Graduate School of Business faculty, Seed Business Transformation Advisors, and other like-minded entrepreneurs in your region to gain the skills and mindset to innovate, grow, and scale. Are you ready to transform?

VOLUNTEER FOR A YEAR, MAKE AN IMPACT FOR A LIFETIME
Seed coaches work side-by-side with high-potential STP business leaders to help them transform their companies into industry leaders and job creators. You’ll work on the ground, in their communities—because that’s the only way real change happens. Are you motivated to make an impact?

CONSULT ON SHORT-TERM PROJECTS, MAKE A LONG-TERM IMPACT
Seed consultants work remotely with STP companies and their leaders to maximize impact and accelerate change. Volunteer your specific skills and expertise for short-term projects ranging from marketing and operations to strategy and finance. Are you ready to engage?

I had the rare privilege of being selected to consult with a company in Ghana. With no experience in Africa, I went into this assignment thinking I was a “Silicon Valley” type. Over our 10 month journey, they brought me the lessons and uplifting stories of Africa.

MARC ROUGEL, GLOBAL SUPPLY CHAIN MANAGEMENT, APPLE & SEED CONSULTANT

CONSULT

INTERN WITH Seed, ENGAGE WITH THE WORLD
Seed is dedicated to providing Stanford students with opportunities to explore, engage, learn, and lead. Through 8-10 week student internships at STP companies, you’ll gain hands-on work experience, immerse yourself in a new culture, and enrich your life and the lives of others. Are you inspired to make a difference?

BE A LEADER. APPLY: seed.stanford.edu/lead
BE A COACH. APPLY: seed.stanford.edu/coach
BE A CONSULTANT. APPLY: seed.stanford.edu/consult
BE AN INTERN. APPLY: seed.stanford.edu/intern

INTERN

Both being selected to consult with a company in Ghana and be a Seed intern have been defining experiences to me. One year later, I am in the process of launching my own venture focused on automotive E, H, V, Li, and material innovations.

RONNIE WASHINGTON, JR., MBA '16, SEED INTERN
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